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MULTILATERAL DIPLOMACY

UKRAINE

With war at its doorstep following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the
European Union has demonstrated unity and resolve in its response. As
Crisis Group laid out in its latest statement on the war, the EU, alongside
Kyiv’s other Western allies, has helped Ukraine resist the invasion and
raised the costs thereof to Russia, while keeping the door for dialogue
open and reducing to the extent possible the risks of direct confrontation
with Moscow. Maintaining efforts to end the bloodshed in Ukraine and
managing the threat the war poses to Europe’s security as a whole –
along the lines that Crisis Group described – will have to remain the EU’s
foremost priority. The war is also accelerating transformations in the
EU’s foreign policy as Brussels is forced to adjust to new geopolitical
realities.

It is hard to overstate the leap that the EU and its member states have
taken in response to the Russian aggression. Known for slow, timid
foreign policy decision-making, often hampered by cumbersome
procedure and internal division, the 27-member bloc reacted quickly,

starting by levying against Moscow the strongest sanctions in its history and sending a surge of direct
bilateral military assistance to Kyiv. Right up to the eve of the invasion, with Russian troops massed near
the Ukrainian border, member states were divided over the threat emanating from Moscow, what
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the Ukrainian border, member states were divided over the threat emanating from Moscow, what

additional sanctions against Russia might entail and how much military aid to provide to Ukraine.
Indeed, had European governments agreed upon and been able to communicate beforehand the scale of
their response, that might have at least played into the Kremlin’s calculations, though of course, whether
it would have actually deterred Moscow is far from clear. After the invasion, however, the reaction came
at a scale and speed rarely seen before.

Amid a war that has become Europe’s biggest in decades, the EU and member states have thrown several
longstanding policies overboard and taken steps that under normal circumstances would have met with
strong opposition from various corners. These include decisions for the EU to finance for the first time
the delivery of lethal weapons to a third country; to boost its defence cooperation in the face of new threat
perceptions; to send (somewhat mixed) signals of openness to EU membership for the bloc’s eastern
neighbors after years of enlargement fatigue; and to trigger, also for the first time, its 2001 Temporary
Protection Directive, granting temporary residency to Ukrainian refugees. The EU’s move into new
territory over Ukraine could create momentum toward a bolder EU foreign policy that lasts beyond the
immediate response to this crisis.

But for that to happen in a positive way, the EU will have to answer complex questions, which have thus
far been largely brushed aside while the EU is operating in crisis mode. These include dilemmas about the
scale and purpose of its defence plans, the strategic use of large-scale sanctions, the necessary safeguards
for the provision of lethal equipment, and the pros and cons of further EU enlargement, among others.
The EU will have to tackle these questions head on if it wants to develop a more effective European
foreign policy.

The Provision of Lethal Assistance

The EU’s decision to use the European Peace Facility (EPF) – a fund for military and defence support for
third countries and coalitions that was established only a year ago – to finance delivery of lethal
equipment to Ukraine is one of the major foreign policy shifts prompted by the war. Originally, the EPF
was envisaged not as a tool to intervene in large-scale wars but as a way to help partner countries fight
insurgents or other armed groups. Its use in Ukraine is the first time ever that the EU has funded the
supply of weapons to a third country, let alone a country at war.

Although some member states are major arms exporters, the EU itself has no experience handling the
risky implications of such military assistance. Previously, Brussels has agonised over whether to send
much smaller amounts of non-lethal equipment to partner countries amid concerns about supporting
militaries with poor human rights records and fears that equipment could fall into the wrong hands.
When it came to assisting Kyiv, EU member states had taken up a large part of the past year negotiating a
three-year EPF package worth €31 million to provide the Ukrainian army with non-lethal military,
medical and logistics equipment.

The war has completely changed the EU’s approach. Within days of Russia’s 24 February invasion, the EU
decided to spend €450 million in arms for Ukraine and an additional €50 million in non-lethal aid. Just
two weeks later, the European Council doubled that initial commitment, bringing overall military aid to

Ukraine to more than €1 billion. To coordinate assistance via the EPF, the EU’s defence structures have
also taken on a new role in clearing Ukrainian requests and ensuring that European deliveries reach

“ The war has completely changed the EU’s approach. ”
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government forces. The significant cost sharing that resulted from the EPF mobilisation has sped up the
delivery of member states’ military hardware to Ukraine.

The speed and scale of Brussels’ response has led officials to set aside longstanding concerns about the
unintended consequences of military aid. The unprecedented steps can be explained – indeed, are
arguably justified – by the urgent need to support Ukraine and the high stakes for wider European
security, but they also pose questions about the risks of sending arms to the battlefield in Ukraine and the
EU’s future role in providing military assistance abroad. To pay for arms supplies for Ukraine, the EU has
disregarded its own safeguards for this type of support (such as prior conflict analysis, risk and impact
assessments, mitigating elements and arrangements for monitoring and evaluation), while the EU’s lack
of access to many parts of the country since the invasion began has curbed its ability to carefully gauge the
risk that its arms might be misused. Other partner governments may well take note, in the hope of
obtaining lethal military support from the EU under the same loosened procedures set by the precedent
of fast-tracked arms supply to Ukraine.

As the EU is considering topping up the EPF and potentially providing arms supplies to partner countries,
it should make sure that it puts stronger safeguards in place to mitigate the high risks that can come with
this support. In the case of present and potential future military assistance to Ukraine, it should
particularly strengthen – as much as possible in the circumstances – measures in the post-delivery phase,
in line with its guidelines (the so-called Integrated Methodological Framework) for monitoring the
equipment’s use, through verifying the traceability of sensitive material, stockpile management and
respect for international law, among other things. If the EU does consider supply of lethal equipment to
other countries, it should also make sure that it does not skip the critical pre-delivery phase that,
according to its own guidelines, consists of in-depth conflict analyses and risk assessments as well as
development of concrete risk mitigation measures. That this step could only be taken at a superficial level
in Ukraine’s case should not set a precedent for EU support to other countries.

A Stronger Focus on EU Hard Power

A greater emphasis on defence was already emerging among some European governments before the
Russian invasion. The war in Ukraine has set in motion significant changes that will likely remain as
building blocks for the EU’s future defence role, and maybe even gradually increase the EU’s ability to
intervene as a military player in complementarity with NATO, a long-held ambition that has so far largely
remained a mere aspiration. It may reinforce a trend in Europe to put much more stress on hard power –
something that some European leaders, including EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy Josep Borrell and French President Emmanuel Macron, have wanted for some time.

Berlin’s abrupt shift in reaction to Russia’s invasion points in that direction as well. The taboos around
weaponry in Germany were decades old and deeply felt: in January as Russia built up its forces on the

“ Berlin appears less likely to keep putting the brakes on European defence integration
and hard power solutions. ”
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weaponry in Germany were decades old and deeply felt: in January, as Russia built up its forces on the
Ukrainian border, the German government came in for sharp criticism from Kyiv and its Western allies
when it agreed to send only a field hospital and helmets for Ukrainian soldiers as support. Yet within days
of the invasion, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz changed tack, deciding to supply Ukraine with 1,000 anti-
tank weapons, 500 anti-aircraft Stinger missiles and 500 Strela rockets from the Bundeswehr’s stockpile.
More importantly, he accompanied this decision with the announcement that Berlin would invest €100
billion in German rearmament, which not only dispels its post-World War II skittishness about its
military but also makes it the largest defence spender in the EU. Scholz’s 180-degree turn may have long-
lasting consequences for the EU as Berlin appears less likely to keep putting the brakes on European
defence integration and hard power solutions pushed by states like France.

Some implications of this paradigm shift are reflected in the Strategic Compass that the EU adopted on 21
March. Part strategy, part action plan, this document provides a shared threat analysis and greater
direction for the bloc’s security and defence activities until 2030. In 2021, many Eastern European
governments had blasted the document for downplaying the threats coming from Moscow. In light of
Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, the adopted text puts major emphasis on the dangers the Kremlin could
pose to the EU and its member states. European leaders have also scaled up their original ambitions and
agreed to reach several goals by 2025, such as the development of a 5,000 soldier “rapid deployment
capacity” with contributions from various member states that, unlike the existing “battlegroups” (which
are smaller units under national command on a rotation basis), will be under EU command. Alongside
joint plans to develop high-tech military capabilities, more flexible decision-making will make it easier for
coalitions of willing EU member states to conduct operations within the EU framework.

While expanding the EU’s military toolbox can certainly offer some benefits (such as increased
interoperability between its forces, flexible arrangements for deployments alongside NATO’s, a better
ability to jointly evacuate EU nationals from conflict zones) and appears in tune with an increasingly
dangerous world, hard security instruments alone are not enough to resolve today’s complex crises and
defend Europe’s interests. The EU will have to keep expectations of such forces realistic and make sure it
balances the new competencies with the ever-growing need for robust conflict diplomacy and
peacebuilding efforts.

The Use of Large-scale Sanctions as a Foreign Policy Tool

The EU’s imposition of far-reaching economic, financial and trade sanctions on Russia – the toughest
such penalties it has ever applied abroad – is another major departure for the bloc, which had previously
been divided over the issue. The speed and scale of the measures surprised even some European decision-
makers: although, broadly speaking, Western leaders had threatened “massive consequences” before
Russia’s invasion, they had never specified what these would be. Moscow’s full-scale invasion on 24
February was such a jolt to Western capitals that they not only made good on the threats they had issued
beforehand, but arguably went further than many had anticipated in raising the costs to Russia of its
continued aggression.

At the same time, the EU will have to find ways to use the limited leverage that sanctions offer to best
effect and develop ways to mitigate as much as possible their global fallout, linked to trade disruptions
and the impact on energy and commodity prices, for example by ramping up food aid and providing
targeted financial assistance to affected sectors in vulnerable countries. It should weigh the possible
knock-on effect of not only its unprecedented measures to punish Russia but also foreign policy actions it
may take elsewhere. Over past years, the EU has often reacted with (mostly targeted) sanctions when
facing conflicts or crises, but usually with limited success in changing belligerents’ behaviour or altering
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the crisis trajectory, as in Syria, Myanmar or Nicaragua for instance. In a world of greater geopolitical
competition and a possible long-term standoff with Moscow and its allies, the EU may be inclined to
double down on the use of sanctions, which may appear as one of the few tools at their disposal.

But the EU should not use this tool lightly due to its questionable success and the high potential for
unintended consequences (such as the current implications for global food prices, which are partly linked
to Western sanctions). It should develop a sanctions policy – in the case of Ukraine and more broadly –
that includes a careful assessment of the goals that sanctions can and should realistically achieve, clearer
communication on the reversibility of sanctions if conditions have been met and stronger mitigation of
negative effects.

There was little time to craft a clear strategy for Russia sanctions immediately after the invasion of
Ukraine. But now, several weeks into the war, the EU should make sure it does all it can to create
incentives to end the fighting through a negotiated deal. Too often, sanctions fail because of a reluctance
to lift restrictions unless maximalist demands are met. In this light, it is important to build consensus
within Europe – and with other NATO allies – around what conditions would lead to the lifting of some of
the sanctions intended to choke Russia’s economy. Making clear that some sanctions can be lifted if
Russia takes steps to end the war – for instance, by verifiably withdrawing forces from Ukraine – would
serve the EU’s strategy better than framing sanctions solely as punitive measures. With the EU Council
contemplating additional penalties in the wake of evidence suggesting that Russia committed war crimes
in Bucha and other cities, diplomats in Brussels and European capitals should emphasise that sanctions
are nonetheless reversible in certain circumstances.

Thinking more strategically about sanctions could not only help Brussels end the Ukraine war more
quickly but also provide important cues for the EU’s use of sanctions in the future. The EU’s diplomacy in
other situations requiring some coercion could thus become more effective.

The Enlargement Question

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s plea for EU membership prompted still a third major change,
as the European Parliament passed a resolution asking the European leadership to grant Ukraine the
status of EU candidate country. Even though European leaders have been non-committal in their
response and EU membership remains a distant prospect for Kyiv, the latest developments have given
new impetus to discussions on the strategic value of the EU’s enlargement policy more broadly.

The EU’s enlargement process has become stuck, due to two trends that arguably reinforce each other:
member states have become reluctant to let new countries into the club while accession candidates have
made slower progress on the required reforms. The EU’s relations with aspiring new members in the

“ The EU should not use [sanctions] lightly due to its questionable success and the high
potential for unintended consequences. ”
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western Balkans have suffered as these countries become increasingly frustrated with the delays. At the
same time, the EU has lost some of its leverage to solve disputes in the region, which are themselves a
major hurdle for accession. Negotiations with Serbia and Montenegro have barely advanced since they
became candidates, while talks with Albania and North Macedonia have not even started, due to a
Bulgarian veto. Meanwhile, Kosovo and Bosnia and Herzegovina have not attained official candidate
status. Prospects of joining the EU are even more distant for the bloc’s other Eastern European
neighbours, in particular the so-called Associated Trio of Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia, despite calls
from a small number of member states to provide these countries with a more explicit accession
perspective.

The seismic shock that Russia’s attack on Ukraine sent through Europe has prompted many governments
in the EU and among its eastern neighbours to look for ways out of the enlargement deadlock. After
Zelenskyy submitted Ukraine’s membership bid, Georgia and Moldova swiftly sent in applications of their
own. EU member states tasked the European Commission to formally assess these three applications –
mostly a technical step, but with strong symbolic value – which rekindled hopes of getting closer to EU
accession.

Meanwhile, a recent flurry of high-level engagements by EU leaders in the western Balkans was intended
to demonstrate the EU’s commitment to the region, where governments have been aspiring to EU
membership for well over a decade. In March 2022, High Representative Borrell stressed during a trip to
the region that it is ”high time to reinvigorate the enlargement process and integrate the western Balkans
in an irreversible manner into the EU”.

But despite all these positive signals, it is highly unlikely that any EU accession process will be fast-
tracked. Despite the rapidly changing security landscape in Europe (and in part even because of it), quick
EU membership is not on the cards, neither for the western Balkan countries nor the Associated Trio, and
it would not be even if the huge technical and procedural hurdles of EU accession were to suddenly

disappear. In many of the European capitals that are sceptical about greater EU enlargement, the war in
Ukraine will not be enough to overcome resistance, as opponents see the downsides of expansion as
outweighing any benefits.

Yet the EU may still use the enlargement policy as a way to strengthen ties with neighbouring countries,
offer them incentives to align their policies with the EU’s own and leverage bilateral cooperation to
balance pressure from foreign powers. That is particularly the case for Ukraine now. Some diplomats in
Brussels anticipate that it will be hard for the EU to refrain from offering some form of accession status to
Ukraine. Beyond that, prospects for increased cooperation between Brussels and Kyiv might be part of
Ukraine’s calculus as negotiations to halt the war continue. Short of a full membership, European states
could build conditions for Ukraine’s closer association with the EU while continuing to manage Kyiv’s
expectations of its accession prospects

“ The seismic shock that Russia’s attack on Ukraine sent through Europe has prompted
many governments ... to look for ways out of the enlargement deadlock. ”
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expectations of its accession prospects.

Conclusion

In response to the war in Ukraine, the EU has demonstrated that it can act decisively and unitedly, albeit
in a major crisis with the potential to upend Europe’s own security. But behind the show of unity hides
the inconvenient truth that Brussels has, more often than not, lacked the will and cohesion to act in its
day-to-day foreign policy. It has been especially diffident in the periods of tension before crises break out.
As the EU response to the war in Ukraine may allow Brussels to carve out a greater role in foreign,
security and defence policy for itself, it should make sure that it surpasses this shortcoming and starts
addressing the thorny questions that would come with such a role. It should take up this task with the
same determination and unity it showed during the early days after Russia’s invasion.
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